Lossless bowed strings have usually been thought to possess a motion discovered by Helmholtz in 1863. However, it was shown [Acustica 44, 194-206 {1980)] by the author that a more complicated standing wave motion, the $ motion, exists on such strings provided both the bowing distance and bowing force are above certain minimum values. This paper explores S-motion harmonics which give arise to waveforms of considerable complexity on very thin strings. Equations are found which describe the experimentally determined waveforms as a function of bow position, bow velocity, and observation point. In the special case of square velocity waves at the bow point, the equations give quantized values for the bow/string sticking duration. That result agrees with Raman's [Proc. Ind. Assoc. Adv. Sci. 15, 1-158 {1918)] prediction. In general, however, the waveforms have rounded corners.
INTRODUCTION
Earlier •'2 we have described studies of violin strings bowed on a monochord. The general transverse motion of a lossless string was found to be different from that described by Helmholtz. 3 We derived an expression which accounted well for the motion provided the bowing point lay more than 5 cm from the bridge on a normal violin string {33 cm long) and the downward bowing force on the string exceeded a certain minimum value (the critical force). In essence, the motion expression consisted of a prominent sinusoidal component {S motion) superposed on the Helmholtz • motion.
The period of the sinusoid is/3 (/3 is defined below). Permanent node points existed at the two ends of the string and a temporary, intermittent, node occurred at the bow. The expression was chosen to give continuity at the bowing point {in position and spatial derivative). This choice led to an inverse relationship between bowing position and S-motion velocity amplitude. The fact that $ motion is not observed for small bowing distances can then be understood, at least qualitatively' the bow is unable to sustain the large kinetic energy resulting from the S-motion amplitudes.
During the time interval a the transverse velocity was 
